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Cadets of the Month

AS 100: C/4C Knott

C/Knott performed exceptionally as the Bravo flight STANDO, he executed several jodies during the campus run, he shows support to wingmen and flight commander during marching and has consistently scored well on both PFTs and reached out to C/1st Lt Adams regarding workout plans demonstrating care and commitment to the program.

AS 200: C/3C Mull

C/Mull increased her PFT score by over 10 points, continually asks to go above and beyond in her wing job, coordinated a practice diagnostic PFT on her own showing initiative in her role, developed an entire semester long plan with her duties and goals, quickly adapted to her role that she was given after the start of the semester, helped in the planning of Patriot Games, supported cadets throughout Patriot Games by filling up water, helping injured cadets, including some from other detachments, and was the AAS flight commander for the whole candidate training.

AS 300: C/2nd Lt Pham

C/Pham organized a successful and creative dining in that promoted the esprit de corps of Det 590, celebrated the Air Force’s 71st birthday and provided good food for all despite experiencing huge set backs from Hurricane Florence. He has taken time to reflect on leadership strategies and has practiced how to be a better leader in order to provide a better influence for all cadets. He has displayed outstanding service before self by filling in last minute for stadium security and attending a color guard meeting despite not being one of his responsibilities.
On September 9th, cadets took part in a service day working for habitat for humanity.
Cadets joined members from the school and community in honoring the victims, survivors and first responders of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attack. We climbed a total of 2,076 steps in Kenan Stadium, the same number that were in each of the World Trade Towers.
On September 18th we celebrated the Air Force's 71st birthday during our annual Dining in Ceremony.
Patriot Games

Det 590 finished second place against detachments from Duke, NC State, NCA&T, UNCC, and Fayetteville State in the annual patriot games hosted at UNC Charlotte.
AF Marathon

On September 15th we had cadets run the AF marathon and 10k at Wright Patterson AFB.

Above: C/Capt Marot, C/Maj Englebert, C/3C Rose, C/Col Willis, C/Maj Schilly

UNC vs Pitt

The Color Guard represented Det 590 at the UNC vs Pitt football game.

Cadets Joshua Englebert and Harrison Lee were recognized before the start of the game.
I am an Exercise and Sport Science major with a minor in Aerospace studies and I hope to become an occupational therapist or physiologist in the Air Force.

I want YOU to send me any comments or concerns about the newsletter!

det590alumniaffairsofficer@gmail.com